
WWoorrkk  hhaarrdd  ttoo  ddeevveelloopp  aa  ……  

TThhiicckk  SSkkiinn  &&  aa  SSoofftt  HHeeaarrtt!!  
 

 

 

 

I’ve always been a sensitive, sooky and 

soft-hearted. It’s a part of my DNA and 

started to manifest itself during 

childhood as I enjoyed doing the ironing 

with my mum. In addition to that I’ve 

always had a heart for others and hate 

seeing others being hurt in any way, 

even if I felt like they deserved it. Whilst I 

have been born with a soft-heart, the 

greatest challenge for me has always 

been developing a thick skin. 

 

I can’t remember how many times in my younger years I was offended, hurt, 

sooky and sensitive because of something someone said or did. I would often 

immediately react and snap-back some sarcastic and hurtful retort directed at the 

perpetrator only to be overcome with remorse moments later. I hated to think 

that something I said or did could possibly hurt someone else feelings. 

 

I still feel remorse and guilt about how we treated one of our teachers when I was 

15 years old! He was not meant to be a teacher. He had trouble controlling the 

class and was a prime candidate for teen ridicule because of his coke-bottle 

glasses and buck teeth. We made life for this poor man absolute misery … we 

laughed at him, threw things at him, hid from him and did any other horrible thing 

you can imagine a group of stinky teenage boys would do. 

 

I don’t know why I kept doing it. Actually, I do know why … it was my own 

insecurity and need to fit in with the crowd that motivated me to act outside of 

my values system. I always felt bad after each class with him because, as we left 

the room, I could see the pain, misery and torment in his eyes. Finally it came to 

the end of, what must have been for him, the longest year of his life. A couple of 

friends and I, feeling regret and guilt, decided to try and make-a-mends. We 

bought him a Christmas present, we wrapped it, we presented it to him and 

genuinely thanked him for his efforts.  

 

It couldn’t make up for our despicable behaviour that year, but it was all we could 

do considering the major damage had been done. He looked at the gift then 

looked at us, silent for a moment, maybe waiting for the punch-line or practical 

joke. When he realised that we were genuine, he was very grateful and I could see 

that it meant something to him. We left his room that day and had learned a 

valuable lesson; everyone has feelings, everyone is special and everyone needs to 

feel important. From that moment on I have tried, albeit not always successfully, 

to treat everyone with a soft-heart. He retired from teaching that year. 

 

Toughen up Princess!! 
I’m going to tell you a story now that you are going to laugh at. In fact I now look 

back and laugh but I can tell you, at the time, I could see nothing funny about it at 

all. It was in the 1980’s on a Sunday morning, after a football game the day 

before, and I had woken up to get to a recovery training session by 8am. It wasn’t 

 



easy getting out of bed that day because we had a large social function the night 

before and I was feeling less than ‘on top of the world’ … yes I was hung-over! 

 

I got up, stumbled around, got my training gear together and headed out to jump 

in my classy 1977 Purple Holden Gemini. As I went to open the car door I noticed it 

was unlocked … ‘hmmm, that’s strange’ I thought. I always locked my car door, 

but as I was feeling under the weather I didn’t think too much about it. I sat down 

in the driver seat, put the keys in the ignition, went to grab the steering wheel 

and noticed something was missing … the steering wheel was missing! 

 

There was no steering wheel! I looked again … nope, no steering wheel. I pinched 

myself to make sure I was awake … still no steering wheel. I poured some cool 

water over my face and wiped my eyes … guess what? Still no steering wheel! I 

couldn’t quite understand it and I wasn’t in a clear thinking frame of mind to 

logically manoeuvre my way through this new challenge. 

 

I called my dad, a very patient and logical man, and he simply explained to me 

that my car had been broken into, and whilst trying to force the steering lock the 

would-be robbers snapped off the steering wheel and disposed of it somewhere. 

Dad drove me to training and I sat there quite distraught at what had happened. 

As funny as it was in retrospect, I wasn’t yet in a place where I could see the 

hilarious side of the story. Unfortunately for me, everyone else was in that place! 

 

I got to training with a serious and concerned tone in my voice and look on my 

face. I explained to my team mates what had just happened and I honestly and 

naively expected seriousness, sympathy and support – what I got was laughter, 

ridicule and mockery. They could see I was reacting to their taunts and so for the 

next couple of hours, and at my expense, the jokes flowed freely.  

 

‘Hey Jobbas, you’ll only be able to drive on straight roads!’ – ha ha ha ha! ‘Will you 

need some help lifting the back of the car to turn corners?!’ – ha ha ha ha!! ‘If you 

can’t drive your purple car it will make a good pot plant holder!’ – ha ha ha ha!! ‘At 

least you won’t have to worry about falling asleep at the wheel!!’ – ha ha ha ha! And 

so it went for not just one training session but for the longest week of my life. 

 

Finally by the end of the week I’d got over it, stopped taking it so personally and 

even started to see the funny side. It was a great lesson for me. It helped me start 

to develop a thick skin and start to be able to laugh at myself … which, when I 

think about it, has kept me laughing for years! 

 

One of the greatest attributes that I have commonly observed in successful 

people, and one I’m working hard to develop, is this concept of having a thick-skin 

and a soft-heart. Having a thick-skin means not allowing the opinions, criticisms, 

abuse or ridicule of other people penetrate and negatively impact your dreams, 

focus or sway you from your chosen path.  

 

Having a soft-heart means that you are thinking about the other person and how 

your behaviour impacts them. It means understanding that everyone is important 

and wants to be made to feel special, valued, successful and loved ... then 

treating them that way. Treating people this way, at all times, will help you 

develop stronger, more fulfilling and mutually beneficial relationships. 
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